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With the blessings of the Almighty and of all well wishers, 

I strive to make this campus  with a  A SCHOOL DIFFERENCE

Chairman Message 

Thiru. J. RAJENDRA PRASAD
Correspondent & Secretary - Vysya College 

Chairman - Jairam College & Jairam Public School

hiru. J.Rajendra Prasad, a man of success with inclusive thoughts is the founder-

Tchairman of Jairam Public School Salem. He is renowned for thinking ahead of time 

and for his progressive plans that are unique and valuable. He is well-known for his 

effective management and spirit of promoting excellence in education and has dedicated 

himself completely for promoting quality education and to spread knowledge and 

discipline amongst the youth.

He is a leading educationalist and philanthropist and he serves as the correspondent and 

Secretary of Vysya College established in the year 1990 which is afliated to Periyar 

University, Salem. This is the rst college to be accredited with Prestigious” A “grade 

Status by National Assessment and Accreditation Committee (NAAC), Bangalore.

With this valuable experience and in fond remembrance of his father Thiru. JairamChettiar 

he constructed theHI-Tech Institution JAIRAM COLLEGE in the year 2001.

This multi-faceted personality with his 25 years of experience in the eld of higher 

education has stepped into another milestone JAIRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL for Kids. A 

School with all Hi-Tech facilities, safe, secure & comfortable infrastructure with modern 

teaching methodologies. It ensures the child’s

Intellectual, emotional, physical and spiritual development and aims to produce 

successful, responsible, creative, global citizens with moral values.

EDUCATION 
is all about the 

pursuit of excellence 

in every aspect of 

LIFE

“ “



Principal’s Message

he right to be educated for life plays a pivotal role at our school. Each 

Tchild is encouraged to ‘hold his/her head high’ and expand his/her 

intellectual and creative horizons so as to further enhance his/her 

holistic growth. We are sincerely committed to educate and bring up an 

emerging generation who possess a global perspective and will be positive 

contributors to the community as a whole.

Jairam Public School is a wonderful place for students from diverse 

backgrounds to grow educationally, get involved, and have a meaningful 

school experience.

“Our curriculum, course offerings, co- and extra- curricular offerings are 

second to none. We strive to create an environment which is enriched by the 

core values of the educational system where each and every student is 

given the attention necessary to achieve his/her individual success and 

making them responsible citizens of the world”.

All of this is made possible by strong partnerships that are developed 

especially with our parents who 

Whole heartedly support us in all our endeavors for the holistic development 

of their child at school.

As part of the CBSE afliated school, we have a distinctive advantage of 

being a school with the latest trends of the ‘Teaching and Learning’ 

methods made available to us. 

So come on in! Take a look at what advantages your child will have being in a 

well reputed school like ours.



Our Vision is to instigate Indian Values among students by providing a happy, caring and 

thought-provoking environment to make children recognize and achieve their fullest potential, 

so that they can make their best contribution to society.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION 

To create a respectful environment for students and to build “Culture of Achievement”. To Provide 

a personalized and student-centered approach to learning and focus on continuous 

improvement and shared accountabilities. To ensure that all students have the widest range of 

opportunities beyond the classroom and that each student can develop both generally and in 

areas of specic personal talent.

OBJECTIVE 

To make students academically competent by evolving creative teaching  methods that will Kindle 

their curiosity and inspire them to become life-long learners. Providing relevant information at all 

levels with the use if audio-visual and other sensorial aids. Providing a solid foundation and 

ensuring that concepts are so well understood by the students that they can be applied 

intelligently to other situations. To instill in our  students, self-condence courage and ability to 

face problems and challenge in life. To create in the students, social awareness and a sense of 

belongingness by encouraging them to assume leadership and contribute towards uplifting local 

and world communities.To inculcate in the students a deep-rooted respect for the environment 

and of their responsibility to preserve it.

the Future is here...



4Cs 
CURIOSITY

CONFIDENCE CREATIVITY

CONTINUITY

Inquiry : Inquiry describes the child’s thirst for knowledge and 

information. Children inquest everything in their surroundings due to 

their basic characteristic of being ‘curious’.

Interaction: Exposure to multifaceted teaching & learning aids enhances 

the experiential learning and nurtures holistic development of children. 

Interaction is the best mode of  fullling inquisition which provides 

condence to a child with appropriate knowledge and information.

Innovation : Innovation is an expression of creativity. It’s boundless and 

not limited to measurability. Each creative expression is a new 

benchmark on the child’s developmental continuum. 

This methodology is very much effective in inspiring Curiosity, 

Condence, Creative and Continuity in a child to instill a habit of self-

discovery right from the beginning.

13 learning ladder inspires the 4cs in a child :

We at JPS believe in celebrating 

childhood with the same intensity and 

love as you do for your child. A 2nd home 

of your child, where she/he learns the 

external world through our own teaching 

methodology. We discovered this 

methodology after intense research 

based on children’s response to their 

environment.

Welcome to the 

2nd home of your child



A Focus on instruction to overcome behavioral and intellectual limitations.  Parents pressed for teachers to 

capitalize on student strength in their instructional approach to raise the bar of expectation. Teachers were asked 

to refocus on what children can do and how they learn best, rather than the prior emphasis on primarily what 

children can’t do. The challenges for teachers is to stop focusing on the weakness of the children and instead to 

teach the children in order to develop their talents and skills. Teaching goal and approaches have to be matched 

to what children were ready to learn and how they learn best. Differentiating instruction strategy practices are 

tailored towards individual learning need.

The concept of differentiating instruction is based on the need for diverse general education. Teachers have to 

differentiate instruction to meet the needs of the diverse learners in the general education class.

There are three areas,

 Content (what is learner)

 Process (how the content is taught)

 Product (how the learning is observed and evaluated)

 The learning content involves what students are to master and what we want the students to accomplish 

after instruction.

The learning process involves how the student interacts with the content, and those learning interactions will in 

part determine the various learning preferences of the students because of the diversity of learning style and 

preference demonstrated by the student today. The differentiated class will typically involve wide array of activities 

to address the different learning needs of everyone. This learning process may include some of the following.

 Activating the learning - the introductory activities focus on the material to be learned. Relating that material 

to previously mastered material let the student know why the material is important and describes what the 

student should be able to do once they learn.

 Learning activities - involve the actual instructional activity for the student such as modeling, rehearsal, 

choral chanting, movement associated with the content.

 Grouping activities - both individual  and group oriented learning activities should be planned as part of 

learning process.

 Finally, the learning product will be of paramount importance because demonstrations of learning allow the 

teacher to determine the students who have mastered the material.

DIFFERENTIATING INSTRUCTION STRATEGY 

improving 
tomorrow by 

learning today 



Skill - Based 

Learning

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

It is important that children understand communication not just through speaking, 

but also by using body language and gestures.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

It is crucial that a child’s learning, understanding, problem solving, reasoning and 

memory skills are enhanced through various activities.

FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

At a very early age, the child should be able to use his or her hands not only to eat 

and dress, but also to draw, play, write, be creative and inventive and, in the 

process, develop aesthetic skills. 

GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT 

Gross motor skills help in developing simple skills like how to sit, stand, walk and 

run, keep balance and change position.

PERSONAL AWARNESS

Habits are formed at this stage and it is imperative that children learn not only 

about themselves but also develop independence, safety and hygiene.

SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

It is very important that children learn to build positive 

relationship with their family, friends and teachers.



It I important to help the children identify their ability early in life so that their full potential 

can be realized. It is a gradual process from Kindergarten to middle school. We 

encourage children to be creative and provide an environment where they can express 

themselves and feel inspired from within.

We identify every student’s specic strengths and focus our attention on the 

development of those. Talents ar4 divided in 4 major domains:

Academic or Intellectual abilities:

Development of language skills such as poetry writing, creative writing, story telling, 

mathematical abilities, scientic abilities-robotics, inventions and projects, etc.

Creative Abilities:

Developing artistic skills like dance, music – instrumental or vocal (Western or 

classical), drama, photography, drawing / painting, sculpture, etc.

Physical Abilities :

Sports such as athletics, eld games, judo, karate, skating, chess, etc.

Social Abilities:

Focus on a abilities which children use  in their daily interactions with classmates, 

teachers and parents, development of other qualities such as leadership, problem 

solving abilities, interpersonal communication, handling peer pressure, etc.

All stakeholders in the school – teachers, parents and students themselves – play an 

important role in identifying and channelizing the talent of the child in the right direction.

TALENT DEVELOPMENT 



IMPROVES CHILDS

 Self condence

 Communication skills

 Concentration and 

 Observation

 Expressions

 Learning skill

WHY 
JAIRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL?

REMOVE FOREVER CHILD’S

Shyness

Hesitations

Stage fear

Inhibitions

 Self-doubts

DEVELOP CHILDS

Inherent potential

Enhanced personality

Positive attitude

Morality

Values and culture

each student is 
a unique 

individual
with different 

needs 

FEATURES

 Strong and experienced management.

 High Prole Advisory Board.

 Spacious Campus.

 An innovative curriculum with optimum exposure 

through learning by dong.

 Stage exposure and talent hunt through Activities 

and Daily Assembly.

 Students teacher ratio is 30:1.

 Dedicated, efcient and trained faculty.

 Exposure through excursions and games.

 Ultra modern educational software.

 Interesting home tasks & Lighter bags.

 Enable students to set goals and achieve them.

 Developing creative and scientic temper.

 Involving Parents in the Learning Process of 

Child.

 TEACHER EMPOWERMENT

Teachers at Jairam Public School ar4e learners too. 

They believe in continuous growth and innovation for 

better teaching practices. Our Teacher Empowerment 

Program equips teachers with the best pedagogical 

strategies which facilitate learning in the classroom. 

Apart from their academic qualications, one quality 

that all our teachers possess is a passion for children. 



Milk & Snacks

Healthy, Hygienic and nutritious milk (Horlicks, Boost, Bournvita, Badam 

Milk, Milo, etc.,) and snacks (Lentils, Seasonal Fruits, Healthy Balls, 

Biscuits) are provided for the students in the school during snack break.

Co-Curricular Activities

To cater the needs of the children and to 

identify the child’s true potential, we provide 

co-curricular activities like Dance, Vocal, 

Martial Arts, Yoga, Drawing, Art & Crafts & 

Skill Development programmes.

 Date of Birth Certicate

 Transfer Certicate (Original & copy of the latest Progress Report 

if the child is seeking admission to std one & above)

 Proof of Residence (Copy of Ration Card / Voter’s ID)

Kindly attach the 

following documents with your admission form

Admission Procedure

Application for admission should be 

make n the prescribed from & KG 

admissions will be made on the age 

basis.



Jairam Public School located at Chinnathirupathi, Salem is a CBSE Afliated Self-Financed Co-Educational 

Institution. The vision of our school is to instigate Indian Values among students by providing a happy, caring and 

thought provoking environment to make children recognize and achieve their fullest potential, so that they can 

make their best contributions to the society.

Our school, has levied certain Rules and Regulations as per the Government guidelines for the welfare of the 

parents and the students. All these rules are to be strictly followed by both parents and students for the smooth 

functioning of the school.  School may take any decision for the betterment of the students.  Parents must Co-

operate with the School Management for the upliftment on Students and School.

I _____________________. Admit my son / daughter _____________________ of _______ standard for the 

Academic year 2019 – 2020 in Jairam Public School. We hereby assure that we will abide by the Rules & 

Regulations of the School.

RULES & REGULATIONS



Clubs

Art & Craft Club C.S Club English Club

Hindi Club Math Club Science Club

Social Club Tamil Mandram Club



Competitions

Olympiad



INFRASTRUCTURE OF SCHOOL

Library 

Laboratory 

Biology Lab

Math Lab

C.S LAB

Entrance View

Chemistry Lab

Physics Lab

Digital Class Rooms



INFRASTRUCTURE OF SCHOOL

House  

SCOUTS, JRC  

Yoga  



Sports and Games are most easy and convenient ways for the very good physical and 

mental exercise. It is very essential for growth and development of the individual as well 

as the country. We have celebrated our sports Day on 12.07.2019 at our campus to enrich 

the ability of our pupils in the eld of sports. It was a grand event with an effective 

performance.

SPORTS DAY 
 



“It was the most awaited moment for all……""Fantasy - 2020"" was the most 

happiest and wonderful moment which had brought unbounded happiness among 

our school community on 21.12.2019. It was one of the most decorated Laurels of 

JPS… This day gave a chance to the students to display their managerial and other 

skills they excel at.. It also provided them the greatest opportunity to enhance them 

hot only in the eld of academics but also in the ed of extra curricular activities with 

the modernized aspects."

ANNUAL DAY

Scouting helps youth develop academic skills, self 

condence, ethics, leadership skills and citizenship skills that 

inuence their adult lives. These opportunities not only help 

them when they are young but carryforward into their adult 

lives, improving their relationships, their family lives, and the 

values by which they live".

“SCOUTS & GUIDES ACTIVITY"

“Children must be taught how to think, not what to think” 

The above mentioned words have been to think beyond their 

curriculum. Our elegant eagels of JPS students visited 

""Aavin Dairy industry"" for industrial visit to enrich the 

ability of our students."

"AAVIN DAIRY INDUST.VISIT"
 
 

“Worship is a way of seeing the World in the light of God”Our 

sparkling spiritualists visited the church to get the abundant 

blessing from the God Almighty."

FIELD TRIP (CHURCH)

“Religion is regarded by the common people as true, by the wise as 

false, and by the rulers as useful""Our sparkling spiritualists visited the 

temple to know about our tradition values and cultrue and they got 

unbounded blessings from the God."

"FIELD TRIP (HINDU TEMPLE)"

 
 



"BLACK & WHITE DAY(KG)"

"BLUE DAY(KG)"

"CHILDREN'S DAY(KG)"

"CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION"

"GREEN DAY(KG)"





Celebrations 



JAIRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL NEWS & MEDIA 



JAIRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL NEWS & MEDIA 



Transport

The school provides deluxe buses 

in all routes in and around, Salem.

Steel Plant

Mamangam

Junction

Sona College

Five Roads

Fairlands

Sarada College

Gandhi Road

Ayothiapattanam

Ammapet 

Chasanaickanpatty

Seelanaickanpatty

Gugai

Nethimedu

Thathagapatty

Narayanan Nagar

Valluvar Statue

Chatram

Pallapatty

Collector Ofce

New Bus Stand 

Four Roads

Divya Towers

Shevape

Annadhanapatty

Kondalampatty

Yercaud adivaram

Kannankurichi

Gorimedu

Hasthampatti

Chinnathirupathi

Law College

Kitchipalayam

Karungalpatty

Veeranam

Ponnammapet



our other institution

JAIRAM PUBLIC SCHOOL
Afliated to CBSE, New Delhi, Afliation No. 1930411

Near Jairam College, Chinnathiirupathi (Po), Salem - 636 008.

Mobile : 98940 08888, 99944 15733, 97500 55555

E - mail: jairampublicschool@gmail.com

JAIRAM HR. SEC. SCHOOL 
State Board (Matric Syllabus)

Near Jairam College, Chinnathirupathi (Po.), Salem - 636 008.

Mobile : 98940 08888


